Abstract: Objectives: To carry out an integrated and stratified meta-analysis on occupational exposure to electromagnetic fields (EMFs), metals and pesticides and its effects on amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) and Parkinson's and Alzheimer's disease, and investigate the possibility of publication bias. Methods: In the current study, we updated our recently published meta-analyses on occupational exposures in relation to ALS, Alzheimer's and Parkinson's disease. Based on 66 original publications of good scientific epidemiological standard, according to the Meta-analysis of Observational Studies in Epidemiology (MOOSE) and the Grading of Recommendations, Assessment, Development and Evaluations (GRADE) guidelines, we analysed subgroups by carrying out stratified meta-analyses on publication year, statistical precision of the relative risk (RR) estimates, inspection of the funnel plots and test of bias. Results: Based on 19 studies the weighted RR for occupational exposure to EMFs was 1.26 (95% confidence interval (CI) 1.07-1.50) for ALS, 1.33 (95% CI 1.07-1.64) for Alzheimer's disease and 1.02 (95% CI 0.83-1.26) for Parkinson's disease. Thirty-one studies concerned occupational exposure to pesticides and the weighted RR was 1.35 (95% CI 1.02-1.79) for ALS, 1.50 (95% CI 0.98-2.29) for Alzheimer's disease and 1.66 (95% CI 1.42-1.94) for Parkinson's disease. Finally, 14 studies concerned occupational exposure to metals and only exposure to lead (five studies) involved an elevated risk for ALS or Parkinson's disease and the weighted RR was 1.57 (95% CI 1.11-2.20). The weighted RR for all the non-lead exposures was 0.97 (95% CI 0.88-1.06). Conclusions: Exposure to pesticides increased the risk of getting the mentioned neurodegenerative diseases by at least 50%. Exposure to lead was only studied for ALS and Parkinson's disease and involved 50% increased risk. Occupational exposure to EMFs seemed to involve some 10% increase in risk for ALS and Alzheimer's disease only.
Background
Parkinson's disease, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) and Alzheimer's disease are the most common neurodegenerative disorders. They primarily affect ageing individuals and are characterized by a steady progressive course because of increasing loss of specific neurons in the brain. Over the last two decades our understanding of the pathophysiological processes of neurodegeneration has grown extensively owing to huge progress in biochemical research. Targets in all three diseases are specific large molecules that are essential for ensuring normal function and survival of the neuron cell. There is a continuous turnover of these molecules and several enzymatic pathways are involved in
Methods
Using the same search criteria as in our previous meta-analyses [19] [20] [21] and the bibliographic search engines in PubMed and Embase we identified another three relevant studies [22] [23] [24] published in 2017. All relevant publications (those from our previous systematic literature reviews together with the new ones) were scrutinized according to MOOSE and GRADE guidelines. We assessed them according to Armon classification [25] using standardized protocols, see Supplementary Materials S1. None of the publications were classified as Armon class I, which requires an almost experimental design. Only publications with good scientific standard (Armon global score II or III) were used in our meta-analyses. All these studies fulfilling good scientific standards are presented in detailed tables in our recently published, disease-specific meta-analyses [19] [20] [21] . Articles not qualifying for score II-III either had serious weaknesses (Armon score IV) or should be ignored (Armon score V).
Statistical Methods
Risk estimates from the selected studies are reported as relative risks (RRs), as the outcome is rare. For the purposes of this research, we considered odds ratio (OR) and hazard ratio (HR) equivalent to RR. Where a study reported unadjusted as well as multivariable-adjusted risk estimates, we only considered the adjusted estimates. Studies that reported stratified estimates for sex were treated as separate studies and the estimates of each were included. Where exposure was categorized into different levels the risk rate for the highest level was used. Some studies reported estimates for more than one neurodegenerative disorder and all are included in the summary.
We examined the fixed effects model as well as the random effects model by considering statistical heterogeneity. To this end, we used the I 2 statistic and applied the recommended cut-offs of 25%, 50% and 75% degrees of heterogeneity. We stratified the data by study characteristics (gender, source of funding, exposure characteristics, previous vs. recent studies, low statistical precision studies vs. high precision studies), selected a priori, and used meta-regression to evaluate the significance of the stratification variable. Based on the I 2 criterion and the meta-regression, a random effects model was found to be the most appropriate choice in all of our analyses; hence, the results are reported only with random effects estimates. The weights used for pooling the risk estimates were equal to the inverse-variance weighting. Pooled risk estimates are presented with 95% confidence intervals (CIs).
Publication bias was analysed by inspection of the funnel plot, in which the estimates of RR should be distributed symmetrically around the weighted RR unless the publication was affected by bias. The rank correlation test proposed by Begg and Mazumdar [26] was used to supplement the interpretation of the funnel plot. We investigated whether publication bias could be related to (i) publication year, where early studies of a more exploratory character were more likely to be published if they showed increased RRs, or (ii) the statistical precision of the estimated RR, where studies with less precise CIs for RR were more likely to be published if they indicated an increased RR. To accomplish the stratification of year of publication we used stratification with cut-off points around 2005 and 2006. For statistical precision, we used the standard error of e log(RR), the essential factor that affects the width of the 95% CI for RR. The practical application was to use a value of 0.26 for this standard error, which rendered the two strata (low vs. high precision) to be approximately equal in numbers of estimated RRs for several of the comparisons. The width of the CI is dependent both on the total number of subjects in the study and on the number of cases with the specified diagnosis. We therefore use the phrases "estimate with high precision" and "estimate with low precision" rather than "study with high precision" and "study with low precision". It is possible that the same study with more than one diagnosis analysed may have contributed to one estimate with high and another estimate with low precision.
Statistical analyses were conducted using procedures for different aspects of meta-analyses available in STATA software, version 15.2 (www.Stata.com, StataCorp, College Station, TX, USA), and described in articles from the STATA journal [27] . A procedure particularly useful as a starting point for analysing publication bias was Metacum which starts by ordering the RR from the analysed studies according to a chosen criterion such as year of publication or width of the confidence interval, i.e., the statistical precision. RR is then updated starting with the first RR in the ordered sequence and recalculating a cumulated RR as more studies are added for analysis according to the applied ordering. The Metacum graph gives an insight whether the cumulated RR is constant, decreasing or increasing over time (or precision) which is useful information when evaluating a possible publication bias.
Results

Exposure to Low Frequency Electromagnetic Fields
Sixteen studies fulfilled good scientific standards (Armon class II-III) and contributed data to meta-analyses of risk rates regarding exposure to EMFs: eleven studies on ALS [22, [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] , 13 on Alzheimer's disease [2, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] 35, [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] and seven on Parkinson's disease [22, [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] 41] . Figure 1 shows that the weighed RRs for ALS and Alzheimer's disease were slightly elevated, 1.26 (95% CI 1.07-1.50) and 1.33 (95% CI 1.07-1.64), respectively. The weighted RR was not elevated for Parkinson's disease. Funnel plots and Begg's test for the respective disease indicated slight publication bias for ALS and Alzheimer's disease but not for Parkinson's disease.
To test the hypothesis that publication bias had a higher influence on earlier publications we made a Metacum on ALS and Alzheimer's disease together, stratified by year of publication (See Figure 2) . The weighted RR for the ten publications from before 2005 was 1.53 (95% CI 1.18-1.99), compared with 1.12 (95% CI 1.04-1.20) for nine publications from 2005 or later.
The corresponding funnel plots of studies on ALS and Alzheimer's disease together (see Figure 3 ) showed an evident publication bias. Forest plot for studies assessing the association between amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), Alzheimer's disease and Parkinson's disease and occupational exposure to electromagnetic fields (EMFs). Results for men only are indicated by M, for women by W; otherwise the results concern both sexes. Random effect models were used, with stratification by diagnosis. Heterogeneity was tested by the I 2 statistic (I-squared), with p < 0.05 indicating rejection of homogeneity. CI = confidence interval; RR = relative risk.
To test the hypothesis that publication bias had a higher influence on earlier publications we made a Metacum on ALS and Alzheimer's disease together, stratified by year of publication (See Estimates from the studies on ALS and Alzheimer's disease were grouped into estimates with narrow CIs (high precision estimates) and estimates with wider CIs (low precision estimates) and a Metacum based on an ordering by precision is shown in Figure 4 . The weighted RR for these eight studies with high precision estimates [30, 31, 33, [35] [36] [37] 40, 43] was 1.14 (95% CI 1.01-1.27) compared with RR 1.68 (95% CI 1.33-2.13) for the twelve studies with low precision estimates [22, [28] [29] [30] 32, 34, 35, [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] . Cumulative meta-analyses by ordered study year from early to late years on the association between ALS (amyotrophic lateral sclerosis) and Alzheimer's disease together and occupational exposure to electromagnetic fields (EMFs) with the pooled estimate (Cum RR) updated for every new study. Column P gives a measure of the precision for the confidence interval for RR, where large P stands for a wide confidence interval and small P for narrow and more precise confidence interval. RR is the Relative Risk for the study included in the Cum RR.
The corresponding funnel plots of studies on ALS and Alzheimer's disease together (see Figures 3) showed an evident publication bias. Figure 2 . Cumulative meta-analyses by ordered study year from early to late years on the association between ALS (amyotrophic lateral sclerosis) and Alzheimer's disease together and occupational exposure to electromagnetic fields (EMFs) with the pooled estimate (Cum RR) updated for every new study. Column P gives a measure of the precision for the confidence interval for RR, where large P stands for a wide confidence interval and small P for narrow and more precise confidence interval. RR is the Relative Risk for the study included in the Cum RR. Estimates from the studies on ALS and Alzheimer's disease were grouped into estimates with narrow CIs (high precision estimates) and estimates with wider CIs (low precision estimates) and a Metacum based on an ordering by precision is shown in Figure 4 . The weighted RR for these eight studies with high precision estimates [ . Cumulative meta-analyses for studies ordered by precision of the confidence interval for RR, from low precision with wide confidence intervals for RR to studies with high precision and narrow confidence intervals. The association between ALS (amyotrophic lateral sclerosis) and Alzheimer's disease together and occupational exposure to electromagnetic fields (EMFs) is described. The pooled estimate (Cum RR) is updated for every new study. Column P gives a measure of the precision for the confidence interval for RR, where large P stands for a wide confidence interval and small P stands for a narrow and more precise confidence interval. RR is the Relative Risk for the study included in the Cum RR.
Exposure to Pesticides
Thirty-one studies fulfilling good scientific standards (Armon class II-III) contributed data to meta-analyses of risk rates for pesticide exposure: five studies on ALS [33, [44] [45] [46] [47] , four on Alzheimer's disease [33, [48] [49] [50] and 24 on Parkinson's disease [23, 33, . Figure 5 shows an increased overall risk of 50% for contracting these neurodegenerative diseases following exposure to pesticides. Figure 4 . Cumulative meta-analyses for studies ordered by precision of the confidence interval for RR, from low precision with wide confidence intervals for RR to studies with high precision and narrow confidence intervals. The association between ALS (amyotrophic lateral sclerosis) and Alzheimer's disease together and occupational exposure to electromagnetic fields (EMFs) is described. The pooled estimate (Cum RR) is updated for every new study. Column P gives a measure of the precision for the confidence interval for RR, where large P stands for a wide confidence interval and small P stands for a narrow and more precise confidence interval. RR is the Relative Risk for the study included in the Cum RR.
Thirty-one studies fulfilling good scientific standards (Armon class II-III) contributed data to meta-analyses of risk rates for pesticide exposure: five studies on ALS [33, [44] [45] [46] [47] , four on Alzheimer's disease [33, [48] [49] [50] and 24 on Parkinson's disease [23, 33, . Figure 5 shows an increased overall risk of 50% for contracting these neurodegenerative diseases following exposure to pesticides.
The weighted RR for ALS, Alzheimer's and Parkinson's disease was 1.35 (95% CI 1.02-1.79), 1.50 (95% CI 0.98-2.29) and 1.66 (95% CI 1.42-1.94), respectively. The weighted funnel plot (see Figure 6 ) showed an evident publication bias also indicated by Begg's test (p = 0.060). precision estimates, in studies [51, 52, 54, 56, 59, 60, [64] [65] [66] [67] 69, 70] , the corresponding RR was 2.14 (95% CI 1.66-2.74). 
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Exposure to Metals
Fourteen studies fulfilling good scientific standards (Armon class II-III) contributed data to meta-analyses of risk rates regarding exposure to metals: six studies on ALS [24, 45, [73] [74] [75] [76] , three on Alzheimer's disease [33, 77, 78] and five on Parkinson's disease [67, 71, [79] [80] [81] . Figure 7 shows that exposure to metals only entailed an increased risk for ALS, with a weighted RR of 1.45 (95% CI 1.07-1.96). The risk estimate 1.16 based on all three diagnoses relates to exposure to a mixture of metals. However, sub-analysis of the five studies [24, 74, 76, 79, 81] with lead exposure showed an RR of 1.57 (95% CI 1.11-2.20). The studies that did not involve lead were one [77] related to exposure to aluminum, three [45, 75, 80 ] to a mixture of metals and five [33, 67, 71, 73, 78 ] to welding and the supplementary sub-analysis for all these non-lead exposures gave RR 0.97 (95% CI 0.88-1.06). A funnel plot of all studies in Figure 7 indicated slight publication bias for all three diagnoses together, although not supported by Begg's test, p = 0.70.
Exposure to welding involves exposure to both a mixture of metals and EMFs. Six studies of high scientific standard reported risk estimates for ALS [31, 33, 73, 78, 82, 83] , giving a weighted RR of 0.95 (95% CI 0.70-1.29). Eight studies of high scientific standard concerned Parkinson's disease [33, 64, 67, 71, 78, [84] [85] [86] 
Fourteen studies fulfilling good scientific standards (Armon class II-III) contributed data to meta-analyses of risk rates regarding exposure to metals: six studies on ALS [24, 45, [73] [74] [75] [76] , three on Alzheimer's disease [33, 77, 78] and five on Parkinson's disease [67, 71, [79] [80] [81] . Figure 7 shows that exposure to metals only entailed an increased risk for ALS, with a weighted RR of 1.45 (95% CI 1.07-1.96). The risk estimate 1.16 based on all three diagnoses relates to exposure to a mixture of metals. However, sub-analysis of the five studies [24, 74, 76, 79, 81] with lead exposure showed an RR of 1.57 (95% CI 1.11-2.20). The studies that did not involve lead were one [77] related to exposure to aluminum, three [45, 75, 80 ] to a mixture of metals and five [33, 67, 71, 73, 78] to welding and the supplementary sub-analysis for all these non-lead exposures gave RR 0.97 (95% CI 0.88-1.06). A funnel plot of all studies in Figure 7 indicated slight publication bias for all three diagnoses together, although not supported by Begg's test, p = 0.70.
Discussion
Recently we have presented three meta-analyses on occupational exposures in relation to ALS, and Alzheimer's or Parkinson's disease [19] [20] [21] , based on studies with a good scientific standard, according to Armon [25] . In the present study, we focused on exposure to EMFs, pesticides and metals and, using different stratifications, have tried to eliminate the effects of publication bias. Our results show that exposure to pesticides brought about at least 50% increased risk for contracting these neurodegenerative diseases. Exposure to lead involved at least a significant risk for ALS and Parkinson's disease. Numerous previous studies have indicated that exposure to EMFs involves risk for neurodegenerative diseases. Our analyses indicate that the proposed risk could in part be attributed to publication bias.
Exposure to Electromagnetic Fields
Elevated weighted RRs were obtained for only ALS and Alzheimer's disease. In almost all the included studies, occupational exposure to low-frequency EMFs was assessed from a validated job exposure matrix applied to job titles according to census registers or other registers. Questionnaires 
Discussion
Exposure to Electromagnetic Fields
Elevated weighted RRs were obtained for only ALS and Alzheimer's disease. In almost all the included studies, occupational exposure to low-frequency EMFs was assessed from a validated job exposure matrix applied to job titles according to census registers or other registers. Questionnaires and/or interviews were used in two studies only [39, 40] . Studies fulfilling the highest scientific standards for quality, i.e., Armon class II [19] , were found in both diseases [36, 40, 43] .
The weighted RR from studies published in 2005 or later was 1.12 (95% CI 1.04-1.20) and there was no publication bias for this period. The weighted risk estimate for earlier publications (RR = 1.53) was hampered by an evident publication bias indicating that the true risk-RR was closer to 1.12. This risk estimate also corresponds to the estimate derived from the high-precision studies where the weighted RR was 1.14.
Below we discuss four systematic reviews and meta-analyses on exposure to EMFs and neurodegenerative diseases. Only some of the included studies fulfil good scientific standards, according to Armon [25] (class II-III), which was the criterion we used for inclusion in our meta-analyses. We have scrutinized all the studies and, based on the Armon classification, have classified the remaining studies as class IV-V, thus indicating that they do not fulfil good scientific standards.
Two meta-analyses concerned Alzheimer's disease and occupational exposure to EMFs. The earlier of these [8] included twelve studies, nine of which [29] [30] [31] [32] [38] [39] [40] 87, 88] had a high scientific standard. The weighted RR was 2.03 (95% CI 1.38-3.00) for the case-control studies and 1.62 (95% CI 1. 16-2.27) for the cohort studies. The other meta-analysis [12] included 20 studies and the weighted RR was 1.63 (95% CI 1.35-1.96). Fourteen out of these studies [22, [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] 35, [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] 87, 88] were of a good scientific standard.
Three meta-analyses concerned ALS and occupational exposure to EMFs [9, 11, 13] . The first [9] included 17 studies, 13 of which [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] 41, 44, 73, [87] [88] [89] had a high scientific standard and provided a weighted RR of 1.29 (95% CI 1.02-1.62). The second [11] included nine publications, eight of which [30, [32] [33] [34] [35] 41, 87, 88] fulfilled good scientific standards and the weighted RR was estimated at 1.6 (95% CI 0.59-5.34). The third [13] included 20 studies, 14 of which [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] 41, 44, 73, 83, 87] were of a good scientific standard. The weighted RR was 1.14 (95% CI 1.00-1.30). Finally, one meta-analysis [10] provided separate analysis for the degenerative diseases and different stratifications with regard to study design and exposure assessment.
Taken together, the weighted risk estimates in these meta-analyses on EMF were-based both on studies with a high scientific standard, according to Armon [25] , and research that was hampered by different types of biases and weaknesses, which was especially apparent in studies published before 2005. This explains why the weighted RR found in our stratified meta-analyses was in the lower range, indicating only about 10% elevated risk for ALS or Alzheimer's disease after occupational exposure to low-frequency EMFs.
Exposure to Pesticides
The highest impact on the weighted RR for Parkinson's disease came from the biggest study which was based on the US mortality register. Here the exposure was assessed from a validated job exposure matrix related to the deceased persons' main occupation, according to census data [33] . In all the other 23 studies, information on pesticide exposure was obtained by questionnaires and/or interviews. Although the design of that study was different from the other studies, another three big studies [55, 62, 71] likewise showed RRs below the weighted mean. Studies fulfilling the highest scientific standards for quality, i.e., Armon class II [19] , were found both in the groups of big studies [53, 58, 62, 72] and among the smaller studies [51, 56, 65, 66, 69] . The twelve studies with lower precision had a weighted RR of 2.14, compared with 1.39 for the twelve studies with higher precision. This might be explained by publication bias where studies with high risk estimates are more often accepted for publication. Furthermore, studies published before 2005 had a higher weighted RR than studies published later (1.98 compared to 1.57). This might be explained by better regulations of pesticide exposure on the labor market.
There were too few studies published on pesticides in relation to ALS and Alzheimer's disease to discuss the estimated weighted risk estimates for these diseases.
Eight systematic reviews and meta-analyses have been published regarding occupational exposure to pesticides and neurodegenerative diseases. Only some of the included studies fulfill good scientific standards and all remaining studies were classified as Armon class IV-V, indicating inability to fulfill good scientific standards.
Four systematic reviews and meta-analyses have been published on Parkinson's disease and exposure to pesticides. The oldest study [1] included 19 publications with a weighted RR of 1.95 (95% CI 1.49-2.53). Only four of the included studies [51] [52] [53] [54] were of good scientific standard. The second meta-analysis [2] included twelve publications giving an weighted RR 1.28 (95% CI 1.03-1.59), and three of these [56, 58, 59 ] fulfilled good scientific standards. The third meta-analysis [5] included 28 publications giving a weighted RR of 1.42 (95% CI 1.32-1.52), seven studies of which [53, 55, 57, 58, 60, 62, 63] had good scientific standards. The fourth study [7] presents a dose-response meta-analysis based on ten publications, with five [53, 56, 60, 63, 65] fulfilling good scientific standards.
Exposure to pesticides and ALS was studied in three systematic reviews and meta-analyses. The first meta-analysis [3] included ten publications, five of which [45] [46] [47] 73, 90] met the criteria for good scientific standards. The weighted RR was 1.88 (95% CI 1.36-2.61). The second study [4] included eight publications, five of which [45] [46] [47] 73, 90] had good scientific standards. The weighted RR was 2.2 (95% CI 1.5-3.3). The third study [11] used exacting inclusion criteria, and therefore only two [4, 45] out of 17 studies fulfilled stipulated criteria for scientific quality, and the weighted RR was 1.01 (95% CI 0.75-1.58).
Only one analysis [6] presents a systematic review and meta-analysis on Alzheimer's disease and exposure to pesticides. Based on seven studies, it reports a weighted RR of 1.34 (95% CI 1.08-1.67). Two of the studies [49, 91] fulfilled good scientific standards, according to Armon [25] .
Since only a minority of the studies included in the above meta-analyses were of good scientific standard, according to Armon [25] , the presented risk estimates should be interpreted with great caution. However, the estimates are in the same order as the weighted RR we found in our stratified meta-analyses. Therefore it seems safe to conclude that occupational exposure to pesticides brings about at least 50% increased risk for contracting a neurodegenerative disease.
Exposure to Metals
In the studied populations, exposure to lead came out to be the significant exposure involving a weighed RR 1.57 for ALS and Parkinson's disease and this risk estimate was not hampered by publication bias. Regarding Alzheimer's disease we have no epidemiological data on lead exposure and can thus not evaluate if lead also involves a risk for this disease. One study present an increased risk after exposure to aluminum [77] . Exposure to a mixture of metals (including welding) did not seem to involve risk in any of these degenerative diseases.
One systematic review and meta-analysis has been published regarding ALS and occupational exposure to metals [11] . It identified only two studies [45, 75] and were of high scientific standard. Another systematic review and meta-analysis has been published regarding ALS and occupational exposure to lead [15] . Based on nine studies it estimated the weighted RR at 1.81 (95% CI 1.39-2.36) but only two of the studies [45, 74] were of good scientific standard, according to Armon [25] . One systematic review and meta-analysis has been published regarding Parkinson's disease and occupational exposure to welding [14] . Based on nine studies, five of which had a high scientific standard, the weighted RR was 0.86 (95% CI 0.80-0.92).
The results from the abovementioned meta-analyses and our own analysis all confirm that there seems to be about 50% increased risk for ALS and Parkinson's disease after occupational exposure to lead. Exposure to a mixture of metals or welding does not seem to involve an increase in risk.
Strengths and Limitations
All previously published meta-analyses on the neurodegenerative diseases ALS, Alzheimer's disease and Parkinson's disease are based on all publications on the topic that were identified, irrespective of the scientific quality of the study design. One strength of our study is that our meta-analyses were based on a systematic literature review that included only studies of a high scientific standard. Based on the detailed checklist proposed by Armon [25] we used an elaborate protocol for scrutinizing publications [20] . Another strength of our meta-analyses is that we focused heavily on finding all possible sources of bias, using stratification of data with regard to possible confounders. For evaluation of possible publication bias, we used several methods including funnel plots, specific tests and stratification by publication year as well as precision of risk estimates.
General limitations of meta-analyses are that the calculations can only be based on published data and will reflect any inherent weaknesses of design in the studies included. Another limitation is that published epidemiologic studies only present aggregated data on exposure based on questionnaires, interviews, a validated Job Exposure Matrix (associated with job titles) or a work place cohort with specified exposures. Furthermore, the dosage of exposure is not treated uniformly. In some studies exposure is graded Yes or No, in others the dosage is graded into 3-4 levels (but not uniformly between studies). Based on this and other heterogeneities in exposure we selected risk estimates covering medium or high levels and also gave priority to many years of exposure instead of peak exposures. The risk estimates given should thus be interpreted as averages for recurrent occupational exposures. However, according to the decision protocol (see Appendix) we meticulously have scrutinized the quality of exposure data in every included publication.
Conclusions
Our meta-analyses showed that exposure to pesticides carried at least a 50% increased risk for contracting Parkinson's disease, Alzheimer's disease or ALS, ranked in order of risk. Exposure to lead seemed to involve at least 50% increased risk for getting ALS or Parkinson's disease, while non-lead exposures did not seem to involve risk. Occupational exposure to EMFs seemed to involve some 10% increase in risk for ALS and Alzheimer's disease, but no such indication of risk was found for Parkinson's disease.
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